How to: Make a patchwork cushion
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Frugality and make-do-and-mend were central to Mrs Smith’s long and happy life. She finally
accepted having a cold tap indoors in her 80s but continued to heat her water on the coal-fired
range. Hilda had a patchwork bedspread made from striped cottons, which looks like it got a lot of
use!
Our artist-in-residence, Nicki Jarvis, uses patchwork in lots of her
work. Making a new fabric from scraps of old ones is a great way of
recycling and once you have your basic template it can be as tiny as
a pincushion or as large as a king-size quilt!
To make a patchwork cushion: You will need:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. Mark out two templates:
one 5cm2 for paper and one
6.5cm2 for your fabric
squares. Each of your
patchwork ‘units’ will turn
out the size of your paper
pieces. Make these bigger if
you choose.

A pair of scissors
A needle
Some thread
Scrap fabrics (lightweight cottons are great)
Scrap paper (notepaper, magazines etc)
Thin card (cereal boxes are good)
Pen / pencil
Some cushion filling or old clothes cut up into bits

2. Cut out your fabric
squares. Ideally you will
have at least two
contrasting colours. You
need 36 pieces in total

3. Lay a paper square
on top of a fabric
square (‘front’ face of
your fabric facing
downwards). Fold your
fabric over the paper
and use large tacking
stitches to keep this in
place.
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4. Arrange your tacked
squares to create a
design you like.

5. Put two pieces front-to-front
and then stitch a whip stitch
along the join. Make sure that
your needle goes through both
fabrics but stays near the edge
of the paper and doesn’t sew
through it!
6. Keep on adding squares.
You can work in strips and
join them, or just add to
one big piece.

7. Once you have completed your stitching,
carefully remove the tacking stitches you made
earlier (sorry!) so you make one new piece of
fabric.
.

8. Cut another piece of fabric which is large
enough for the back of your cushion, with 1cm
extra allowance around the edge.
9. Pin your front (patchwork) and your backing
fabric together, with the raw edges folded
inwards.

10. Now, using whip stitch again, sew along
three of your four cushion edges.

11. Stuff your cushion with soft fabric scraps or
re-use wadding from an old clean pillow or
cushion.
11. Finally, pin and stitch the last
seam on your cushion in the same
way as before.
Your cushion is complete!

